
OPPORTUNITY

It is hard to predict what presentation methods attendees prefer, and what devices they will bring to meetings. These 

preference variances, along with budget considerations and so many so many available device options creates corporate 

work environments that need to support the technology associated with a variety of work flow styles.

SOLUTION

The AMX Connectivity and Transport Kit for Conferencing is a 4K switching and distribution kit that combines switching, 

scaling and distance transport into a single kit that includes both a transmitter and receiver and combines multi-format 

video switching, scaling and distance transport with USB 2.0 peripheral switching, allowing dynamic sharing of room USB 

peripherals between visiting laptops, etc., and in-room devices.

Simply connect a visiting device, such as a laptop, to the transmitter at the table, the room projector or display is 

automatically turned on, and the signal is automatically transmitted and scaled for optimal viewing. In addition, the kit 

connects USB for any peripheral device, such as in room conferencing soundbar such as Acendo Vibe, to the visiting laptop. 

The receiver has a second input for a room PC or wireless sharing device such as AMX Acendo Core. If a source, such as 

a room PC, is connected to the receiver the kit still automatically switches to the visiting laptop when it is connected, and 

returns to the room PC when the laptop is disconnected. This creates a decision-free experience for the user where they 

plug in a device and go.

APPLICATION BRIEF

CORPORATE

Meeting Space with AMX Acendo and Conferencing 
Connectivity Kit
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AMX Connectivity and Transport 
Kits for Presentation and 
Conferencing

The AMX Connectivity and Transport 
(CT) Series allow in-room and visiting 
devices to easily share meeting 
spaces. Available in a Presentation 
Kit and Conference Kit, each includes 
a transmitter and receiver that 
deliver 4K content, with automatic 
switching, scaling, and distance 
transport. The Conference Kit adds 
USB 2.0 peripheral switching, 
allowing dynamic sharing of room 
USB peripherals between visiting and 
in-room devices.  
 
Learn more at www.amx.com/ctseries

Acendo Vibe Conferencing 
Sound Bar with Camera

Acendo Vibe is a total conferencing 
sound bar solution designed 
specifically for the demands and 
elegance of the modern workspace. 
Robust JBL audio provides Far-Field 
Microphone Array, Ambient Noise 
Reduction, Echo Cancellation and 
professional speakers to deliver 
experienced conference audio. A wide-
angle camera catches everyone in the 
space; while CEC display control, USB 
and Bluetooth connectivity ensure and 
optimized experience.  
 
Learn more at 
www.amx.com/acendovibe

AMX Acendo Core  
Collaboration System

This meeting place collaboration 
system includes web conferencing, 
document viewing, and wireless 
screen sharing in an easy-to-use 
platform. In this application, Acendo 
Core provides an easy method for 
meeting attendees to begin a web 
conference, wirelessly share content 
from multiple devices at once, and 
view presentation materials using the 
built-in document viewers.

Learn more at amx.com/acendocore 
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